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(54) Printing material container, and board mounted on printing material container

(57) A printing material container is detachably at-
tachable to a printing apparatus having a plurality of ap-
paratus-side terminals. The printing material container
comprises a first device, a second device, and a terminal
group that includes a plurality of first terminals, at least
one second terminal and at least one third terminal. The
plurality of first terminals are connected to the first device
and respectively include a first contact portion for con-
tacting a corresponding terminal among the plurality of
apparatus-side terminals. The at least one second ter-
minal is connected to the second device and includes a
second contact portion for contacting a corresponding
terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The at least one third terminal is for the detection of short-
ing between the at least one second terminal and the at
least one third terminal and includes a third contact por-
tion for contacting a corresponding terminal among the
plurality of apparatus-side terminals. The at least one
second contact portion, the plurality of the first contact
portions, and the at least one third contact portion are
arranged so as to form one or multiple rows. The at least
one second contact portion is arranged at an end of one
row among the one or multiple rows.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates in general to a
printing material container containing a printing material
and a board mounted on the printing material container,
and relates in particular to an arrangement for a plurality
of terminals disposed on these components.

BACKGROUND ART

[0002] In recent years, it has become common practice
to equip ink cartridges used in ink jet printers or other
printing apparatus, with a device, for example, a memory
for storing information relating to the ink. Also disposed
on such ink cartridges is another device, for example, a
high voltage circuit (e.g. a remaining ink level sensor us-
ing a piezoelectric element) applied to higher voltage
than the driving voltage of the memory. In such cases,
there are instances in which the ink cartridge and the
printing apparatus are electrically connected through ter-
minals. There is proposed a structure for preventing the
information storage medium from shorting and becoming
damaged due to a drop of liquid being deposited on the
terminals connecting the printing apparatus with the stor-
age medium furnished to the ink cartridge.
[0003] However, the technologies mentioned above
do not contemplate an ink cartridge having equipped with
a plurality of devices, for example, a memory and a high
voltage circuit, with terminals for one device and the ter-
minals for another device. With this kind of cartridge,
there was a risk that shorting could occur between a ter-
minal for the one device and the terminal for the another
device. Such shorting caused the problem of possible
damage to the ink cartridge or to the printing apparatus
in which the ink cartridge is attached. This problem is not
limited to ink cartridges, but is a problem common to re-
ceptacles containing other printing materials, for exam-
ple, toner.

DISCLOSURE OF THE INVENTION

[0004] An advantage of some aspects of the present
invention is to provide a printing material container having
a plurality of devices, wherein damage to the printing
material container and the printing apparatus caused by
shorting between terminals can be prevented or reduced.
[0005] A first aspect of the invention provides a printing
material container detachably attachable to a printing ap-
paratus having a plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The printing material container pertaining to the first as-
pect of the invention comprises a first device, a second
device and a terminal group that includes a plurality of
first terminals, at least one second terminal and at least
one third terminal. The plurality of first terminals are con-
nected to the first device and respectively include a first
contact portion for contacting a corresponding terminal

among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals. The at
least one second terminal is connected to the second
device and includes a second contact portion for contact-
ing a corresponding terminal among the plurality of ap-
paratus-side terminals. The at least one third terminal is
for the detection of shorting between the at least one
second terminal and the at least one third terminal and
includes a third contact portion for contacting a corre-
sponding terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals. The at least one second contact portion, the
plurality of the first contact portions, and the at least one
third contact portion are arranged so as to form one or
multiple rows. The at least one second contact portion is
arranged at an end of one row among the one or multiple
rows.
[0006] According to the printing material container per-
taining to the first aspect of the invention, the second
contact portions of the second terminals connected to
the second device are arranged at the ends, whereby
other contact portions adjacent to the second contact por-
tions are fewer in number, and consequently the second
terminals have less likelihood of shorting to terminals in-
clude other contact portions. Accordingly, damage to the
printing material container or printing apparatus caused
by such shorting can be prevented or reduced.
[0007] A second aspect of the invention provides print-
ing material container detachably mountable to a printing
apparatus having a plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The printing material container pertaining to the second
aspect of the invention comprises a first device, a second
device, a group of terminals for connection to the appa-
ratus-side terminals and comprising a plurality of first ter-
minals, at least one second terminal, and at least one
third terminal. The plurality of first terminals are connect-
ed to the first device. The at least one second terminal
is connected to the second device. At least a portion of
the at least one third terminal is arranged relative to at
least a portion of the at least one second terminal, without
a said first terminal therebetween in at least one direction,
for the detection of shorting between the at least one
second terminal and the at least one third terminal.
[0008] According to the printing material container per-
taining to the second aspect of the invention, at least a
portion of the at least one third terminal is arranged rel-
ative to at least a portion of the at least one second ter-
minal, without a said first terminal therebetween in at least
one direction. As a result, shorting between the portion
of the at least one third terminal and the potion of the at
least one second terminal have a greater tendency to
occur than shorting between the first terminal and the
second terminal. Accordingly, in the event that the short-
ing between the first terminal and the second terminal
occurs by a drop of ink or foreign matter, it is highly likely
that the shorting between the portion of the at least one
third terminal and the potion of the at least one second
terminal also occurs, and is detected as anomaly. As a
result, damage to the printing material container or print-
ing apparatus caused by a shorting between the first ter-
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minal and the second terminal can be prevented or re-
duced.
[0009] A third aspect of the invention provides a print-
ing material container detachably mountable to a printing
apparatus having a plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The printing material container pertaining to the third as-
pect of the invention comprises a first device, a second
device, a group of terminals for connection to the appa-
ratus-side terminals and comprising a plurality of first ter-
minals, at least one second terminal, and at least one
third terminal. The plurality of first terminals are connect-
ed to the first device. The at least one second terminal
is connected to the second device. The at least one third
terminal is for the detection of shorting between the at
least one second terminal and the at least one third ter-
minal. At least a portion of the at least one third terminal
is located adjacently to at least a portion of the at least
one second terminal in at least one direction.
[0010] According to the printing material container per-
taining to the third aspect of the invention, at least a por-
tion of the at least one third terminal is located adjacently
to at least a portion of the at least one second terminal.
As a result, shorting between the portion of the at least
one third terminal and the potion of the at least one sec-
ond terminal have a greater tendency to occur than short-
ing between the first terminal and the second terminal.
Accordingly, in the event that the shorting between the
first terminal and the second terminal occurs by a drop
of ink or foreign matter, it is highly likely that the shorting
between the portion of the at least one third terminal and
the potion of the at least one second terminal also occurs,
and is detected as anomaly. As a result, damage to the
printing material container or printing apparatus caused
by a shorting between the first terminal and the second
terminal can be prevented or reduced.
[0011] A fourth aspect of the invention provides print-
ing material container detachably mountable to a printing
apparatus having a apparatus-side terminal group. The
apparatus-side terminal group includes a plurality of first
apparatus-side terminals, a plurality of second appara-
tus-side terminals, and a plurality of third apparatus-side
terminals. Terminals within the apparatus-side terminal
group are arranged so as to form a first row and second
row. The plurality of second apparatus-side terminals are
respectively arranged at each end of the first row and the
third apparatus-side terminals are respectively arranged
at each end of the second row. Each of the second ap-
paratus-side terminals is adjacent to any of the third ap-
paratus-side terminals. The printing material container
pertaining to the fourth aspect of the invention comprises
a first device, a second device, a group of terminals com-
prising a plurality of first terminals, at least one second
terminal, and at least one third terminal. The plurality of
first terminals are connected to the first device and are
respectively contactable to a corresponding terminal
among the first apparatus-side terminals. The at least
one second terminal is connected to the second device
and is respectively contactable to a corresponding ter-

minal among the second apparatus-side terminals. The
at least one third terminal is for the detection of shorting
between the at least one second terminal and the at least
one third terminal and is respectively contactable to a
corresponding terminal among the third apparatus-side
terminals.
[0012] The printing material container pertaining to the
fourth aspect of the invention can afford working effects
analogous to those of the printing material container per-
taining to the first aspect. The printing material container
pertaining to the fourth aspect of the invention may be
reduced to practice in various forms, in the same manner
as the printing material container which pertaining to the
first aspect.
[0013] A fifth aspect of the invention provides a printing
material container detachably attachable to a printing ap-
paratus having a plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The printing material container pertaining to the fifth as-
pect of the invention comprises a first device, a second
device, and a terminal group that includes a plurality of
first terminals, at least one second terminal and at least
one third terminal. The plurality of first terminals are con-
nected to the first device. The at least one second termi-
nal is connected to the second device. The at least one
third terminal is for the detection of shorting between the
at least one second terminal and the at least one third
terminal. Each of the terminals has an circumferential
edge, a portion of the circumferential edge of the third
terminal facing a portion of the circumferential edge of
the second terminal and a portion of the circumferential
edge of the one first terminal facing another portion of
the circumferential edge of the second terminal. The
length of the portion of circumferential edge of the third
terminal is longer than that of the portion of the circum-
ferential edge of the one first terminal.
[0014] According to the printing material container per-
taining to the fifth aspect of the invention, the length of
the portion of circumferential edge of the third terminal
is longer than that of the portion of the circumferential
edge of the one first terminal. As a result, shorting be-
tween the third terminal and the second terminal have a
greater tendency to occur than shorting between the first
terminal and the second terminal. Accordingly, in the
event that the shorting between the first terminal and the
second terminal occurs by a drop of ink or foreign matter,
it is highly likely that the shorting between the portion of
the at least one third terminal and the potion of the at
least one second terminal also occurs, and is detected
as anomaly. As a result, damage to the printing material
container or printing apparatus caused by a shorting be-
tween the first terminal and the second terminal can be
prevented or reduced.
[0015] A sixth aspect of the invention provides a board
mountable on a printing material container detachably
attachable to a printing apparatus that has a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals. The printing material container
has second device. The board pertaining to the sixth as-
pect of the invention comprises a first device and a ter-
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minal group that includes a plurality of first terminals, at
least one second terminal and at least one third terminal.
The plurality of first terminals are connected to the first
device and respectively include a first contact portion for
contacting a corresponding terminal among the plurality
of apparatus-side terminals. The at least one second ter-
minal is connectable to the second device and includes
a second contact portion for contacting a corresponding
terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The at least one third terminal is for the detection of short-
ing between the at least one second terminal and the at
least one third terminal and includes a third contact por-
tion for contacting a corresponding terminal among the
plurality of apparatus-side terminals. The at least one
second contact portion, the plurality of the first contact
portions, and the at least one third contact portion are
arranged so as to form one or multiple rows. The at least
one second contact portion is arranged at an end of one
row among the one or multiple rows.
[0016] A seventh aspect of the invention provides a
board mountable on a printing material container detach-
ably attachable to a printing apparatus that has a plurality
of apparatus-side terminals. The printing material con-
tainer has second device. The board pertaining to the
seventh aspect of the invention comprises a first device
and a group of terminals for connection to the apparatus-
side terminals and comprising a plurality of first terminals,
at least one second terminal, and at least one third ter-
minal. The plurality of first terminals are connected to the
first device. The at least one second terminal is connect-
ed to the second device. At least a portion of the at least
one third terminal is arranged relative to at least a portion
of the at least one second terminal, without a said first
terminal therebetween in at least one direction, for the
detection of shorting between the at least one second
terminal and the at least one third terminal.
[0017] A eighth aspect of the invention provides a
board mountable on a printing material container detach-
ably attachable to a printing apparatus that has a plurality
of apparatus-side terminals. The printing material con-
tainer has second device. The board pertaining to the
eighth aspect of the invention comprises a first device
and a group of terminals for connection to the apparatus-
side terminals and comprising a plurality of first terminals,
at least one second terminal, and at least one third ter-
minal. The plurality of first terminals are connected to the
first device. The at least one second terminal is connect-
ed to the second device. The at least one third terminal
is for the detection of shorting between the at least one
second terminal and the at least one third terminal. At
least a portion of the at least one third terminal is located
adjacently to at least a portion of the at least one second
terminal in at least one direction.
[0018] A ninth aspect of the invention provides a board
mountable on a printing material container detachably
attachable to a printing apparatus having a apparatus-
side terminal group that includes a plurality of first appa-
ratus-side terminals, a plurality of second apparatus-side

terminals, and a plurality of third apparatus-side termi-
nals. Terminals within the apparatus-side terminal group
are arranged so as to form a first row and second row.
The plurality of second apparatus-side terminals are re-
spectively arranged at each end of the first row and the
third apparatus-side terminals are respectively arranged
at each end of the second row. Each of the second ap-
paratus-side terminals is adjacent to any of the third ap-
paratus-side terminals. The printing material container
has second device. The board pertaining to the ninth as-
pect of the invention comprises a first device and a group
of terminals comprising a plurality of first terminals, at
least one second terminal, and at least one third terminal.
The plurality of first terminals are connected to the first
device and are respectively contactable to a correspond-
ing terminal among the first apparatus-side terminals.
The at least one second terminal is connected to the sec-
ond device and is respectively contactable to a corre-
sponding terminal among the second apparatus-side ter-
minals. The at least one third terminal is for the detection
of shorting between the at least one second terminal and
the at least one third terminal and is respectively con-
tactable to a corresponding terminal among the third ap-
paratus-side terminals.
[0019] A tenth aspect of the invention provides a board
mountable on a printing material container detachably
attachable to a printing apparatus that has a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals. The printing material container
has second device. The board pertaining to the tenth
aspect of the invention comprises a first device and a
terminal group that includes a plurality of first terminals,
at least one second terminal and at least one third termi-
nal. The plurality of first terminals are connected to the
first device. The at least one second terminal is connect-
ed to the second device. The at least one third terminal
is for the detection of shorting between the at least one
second terminal and the at least one third terminal. Each
of the terminals has an circumferential edge, a portion of
the circumferential edge of the third terminal facing a por-
tion of the circumferential edge of the second terminal
and a portion of the circumferential edge of the one first
terminal facing another portion of the circumferential
edge of the second terminal. The length of the portion of
circumferential edge of the third terminal is longer than
that of the portion of the circumferential edge of the one
first terminal.
[0020] An eleventh aspect of the invention provides a
board mountable on a printing material container detach-
ably attachable to a printing apparatus that has a plurality
of apparatus-side terminals. The printing material con-
tainer has a second device. The board pertaining to the
eleventh aspect of the invention comprises a first device
and a terminal group that includes at least a plurality of
first terminals, at least one cut-out portions into which a
respective second terminal mounted on the printing ma-
terial container can be inserted and at least one third
terminal. The plurality of first terminals are connectable
to the first device and respectively include a first contact
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portion for contacting a corresponding terminal among
the plurality of apparatus-side terminals. The at least one
second terminal is connectable to the second device and
includes a second contact portion for contacting a corre-
sponding terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side-
terminals. The at least one third terminal is for the detec-
tion of shorting between the at least one second terminal
and the at least one third terminal and includes a third
contact portion for contacting a corresponding terminal
among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals. When
mounted on the printing material container, the at least
one third contact portion is located adjacently to the at
least one second contact portion. When mounted on the
printing material container, the at least one second con-
tact portion, the plurality of the first contact portions, and
the at least one third contact portion are arranged so as
to form one or multiple rows. When mounted on the print-
ing material container, the at least one second contact
portion is arranged at an end of one row among the one
or multiple rows.
[0021] A twelfth aspect of the invention provides a
board connectable to a printing apparatus that has a plu-
rality of apparatus-side terminals. The board pertaining
to the twelfth aspect of the invention comprises a terminal
group that includes a plurality of first terminals, at least
one second terminal and at least one third terminal. The
plurality of first terminals are connected to a first device
and respectively include a first contact portion for con-
tacting a corresponding terminal among the plurality of
apparatus-side terminals. The at least one second ter-
minal is connectable to a second device and includes a
second contact portion for contacting a corresponding
terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals.
The at least one third terminal is for the detection of short-
ing between the at least one second terminal and the at
least one third terminal and includes a third contact por-
tion for contacting a corresponding terminal among the
plurality of apparatus-side terminals. The at least one
second contact portion, the plurality of the first contact
portions, and the at least one third contact portion are
arranged so as to form one or multiple rows. The at least
one second contact portion is arranged at an end of one
row among the one or multiple rows.
[0022] The boards pertaining to the sixth to the twelfth
aspects of the invention can afford working effects anal-
ogous to those of the printing material container pertain-
ing to the first to the fifth aspects respectively. The boards
pertaining to the sixth to eleventh aspects may be re-
duced to practice in various forms, in the same manner
as the printing material container pertaining to the first to
the fifth aspects respectively.
[0023] The above and other objects, characterizing
features, aspects and advantages of the present inven-
tion will be clear from the description of preferred em-
bodiments presented below along with the attached fig-
ures.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0024]

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of the construction
of the printing apparatus pertaining to an embodi-
ment of the invention;
FIG. 2 shows a perspective view of the construction
of the ink cartridge pertaining to the embodiment;
FIGS. 3A-B show diagrams of the construction of the
board pertaining to the embodiment;
FIG. 4 shows an illustration showing attachment of
the ink cartridge in the holder;
FIG. 5 shows an illustration showing the ink cartridge
attached to the holder;
FIGS. 6A-B show schematics of the construction of
the contact mechanism;
FIG. 7 shows a brief diagram of the electrical ar-
rangement of the ink cartridge and the printing ap-
paratus;
FIG. 8 shows a brief diagram of the electrical ar-
rangement, focusing on the cartridge detection/short
detection circuit;
FIG. 9 shows a flowchart depicting the processing
routine of the cartridge determination process;
FIGS. 10A-C show illustrations depicting three types
of terminal lines on the board;
FIG. 11 shows a flowchart depicting the processing
routine of the remaining ink level detection process;
FIGS. 12A-C show timing charts depicting temporal
change in the shorting-detection enable signal and
sensor voltage during execution of the remaining ink
level detection process;
FIG. 13 shows an illustration of a scenario of short-
ing;
FIGS. 14A-D show first diagrams depicting boards
pertaining to variations;
FIGS. 15A-C show second diagrams depicting
boards pertaining to variations;
FIGS. 16A-D show third diagrams depicting boards
pertaining to variations;
FIGS. 17A-D show diagrams depicting the construc-
tion around boards of ink cartridges pertaining to var-
iations;
FIGS. 18A-D show cross sections A-A to D-D in FIG.
17;
FIGS. 19A-D show fourth diagrams depicting boards
pertaining to variations;
FIG 20 shows a perspective view of the construction
of the ink cartridge pertaining to a variation;
FIG 21 shows a picture of the ink cartridge pertaining
to a variation being attached to the printer;
FIG 22 shows a first diagram of the construction of
the ink cartridge pertaining to a variation;
FIG 23 shows a second diagram of the construction
of the ink cartridge pertaining to a variation;
FIG 24 shows a third diagram of the construction of
the ink cartridge pertaining to a variation.
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BEST MODES OF CARRYING OUT THE INTENTION

[0025] Embodiments of the present invention will be
described below with reference to the drawings.

A. Embodiment

[0026] Arrangement of Printing apparatus and Ink Car-
tridge:

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of the construction
of the printing apparatus pertaining to an embodi-
ment of the invention. The printing apparatus 1000
has a sub-scan feed mechanism, a main scan feed
mechanism, and a head drive mechanism. The sub-
scan feed mechanism carries the printing paper P in
the sub-scanning direction using a paper feed roller
10 powered by a paper feed

motor, not shown. The main scan feed mechanism uses
the power of a carriage motor 2 to reciprocate in the main
scanning direction a carriage 3 connected to a drive belt.
The head drive mechanism drives a print head 5 mounted
on the carriage 3, to eject ink and form dots. The printing
apparatus 1000 additionally comprises a main control
circuit 40 for controlling the various mechanisms men-
tioned above. The main control circuit 40 is connected
to the carriage 3 via a flexible cable 37.
[0027] The carriage 3 comprises a holder 4, the print
head 5 mentioned above, and a carriage circuit, de-
scribed later. The holder 4 is designed for attachment of
a number of ink cartridges, described later, and is situated
on the upper face of the print head 5. In the example
depicted in FIG. 1, the holder 4 is designed for attachment
of four ink cartridges, e.g. individual attachment of four
types of ink cartridge containing black, yellow, magenta,
and cyan ink. Four openable and closable covers 11 are
attached to the holder 4 for each attached ink cartridge.
Also disposed on the upper face of the print head 5 are
ink supply needles 6 for supplying ink from the ink car-
tridges to the print head 5.
[0028] The construction of the ink cartridge pertaining
to the embodiment will now be described with reference
of FIGS. 2 -5. FIG. 2 shows a perspective view of the
construction of the ink cartridge pertaining to the embod-
iment. FIGS. 3A-B show diagrams of the construction of
the board pertaining to the embodiment. FIG. 4 shows
an illustration showing attachment of the ink cartridge in
the holder. FIG. 5 shows an illustration showing the ink
cartridge attached to the holder. The ink cartridge 100
attached to the holder 4 comprises a housing 101 con-
taining ink, a lid 102 providing closure to the opening of
the housing 101, a board 200, and a sensor 104. On the
bottom face of the housing 101 there is formed an ink
supply orifice 110 into which the aforementioned ink sup-
ply needle 6 inserts when ink cartridge 100 is attached
to the holder 4. At the upper edge of the front face FR of
the housing 101 there is formed a flared section 103. On

the lower side of the center of the front face FR of the
housing 101 there is formed a recess 105 bounded by
upper and lower ribs 107, 106. The aforementioned
board 200 fits into this recess 105. The sensor 104 is
located in the region posterior to the board 200. The sen-
sor 104 is used to detect remaining ink level, as will be
described later.
[0029] FIG. 3A depicts the arrangement on the surface
of the board 200. This surface is the face that is exposed
to the outside when the board 200 is mounted on the ink
cartridge 100. FIG. 3B depicts the board 200 viewed from
the side. A boss slot 201 is formed at the upper edge of
the board 200, and a boss hole 202 is formed at the lower
edge of the board 200. As shown in FIG. 1, with the board
200 attached to the recess 105 of the housing 101, boss-
es 108 and 109 formed on the lower face of the recess
105 mate with the boss slot 201 and the boss hole 202
respectively. The distal ends of the bosses 108 and 109
are crushed to effect caulking. The board 200 is secured
within the recess 105 thereby.
[0030] The following description of attachment of the
ink cartridge 100 makes reference to FIG. 4 and FIG. 5.
As depicted in FIG. 4, the cover 11 is designed to be
rotatable about a rotating shaft 9. With the cover 11 ro-
tated upward to the open position, when the ink cartridge
100 is being attached to the holder, the flared section
103 of the ink cartridge is received by a projection 14 of
the cover 11. When the cover 11 is closed from this po-
sition, the projection 14 rotates downward, and the ink
cartridge 100 descends downward (in the Z direction in
FIG. 4). When the cover 11 is completely closed, a hook
18 of the cover 11 interlocks with a hook 16 of the holder
4. With the cover 11 completely closed, the ink cartridge
100 is secured pressed against the holder 4 by an elastic
member 20. Also, with the cover 11 completely closed,
the ink supply needle 6 inserts into the ink supply orifice
110 of the ink cartridge 100, and the ink contained in the
ink cartridge 100 is supplied to the printing apparatus
1000 via the ink supply needle 6. As will be apparent from
the preceding description, the ink cartridge 100 is at-
tached to the holder 4 by means of inserting it so as to
move in the forward direction of the Z axis in FIG. 4 and
FIG. 5. The forward direction of the Z axis in FIG. 4 and
FIG. 5 shall also be referred to as insertion direction of
the ink cartridge 100.
[0031] Returning to FIG. 3, the board 200 shall be de-
scribed further. The arrow R in FIG. 3 (a) indicates the
insertion direction of the ink cartridge 100 discussed
above. As depicted in FIG. 3, the board 200 comprises
a memory 203 disposed on its back face, and a terminal
group composed of nine terminals 210 -290 disposed on
its front face. The memory 203 stores information relating
to the ink contained in the ink cartridge 100. The terminals
210 -290 are generally rectangular in shape, and are ar-
ranged in two rows generally orthogonal to the insertion
direction R. Of the two rows, the row on the insertion
direction R side, i.e. the row situated on the lower side
in FIG. 3 (a), shall be termed the lower row, and the row
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on the opposite side from the insertion direction R, i.e.
the row situated on the upper side in FIG. 3 (a), shall be
termed the upper row. The terminals arranged so as to
form the upper row consist, in order from left in FIG. 3
(a), of a first short detection terminal 210, a ground ter-
minal 220, a power supply terminal 230, and a second
short detection terminal 240. The terminals arranged so
as to form the lower row consist, in order from left in FIG.
3 (a), of a first sensor drive terminal 250, a reset terminal
260, a clock terminal 270, a data terminal 280, and a
second sensor drive terminal 290. As depicted in FIG. 3,
each of the terminals 210 -290 contains in its center por-
tion a contact portion CP for contacting a corresponding
terminal among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals,
described later.
[0032] The terminals 210 -240 forming the upper row
and the terminals 250 - 290 forming the lower row are
arranged differently from one another, constituting a so-
called staggered arrangement, so that the terminal cent-
ers do not line up with one another in the insertion direc-
tion R. As a result, the contact portions CP of the terminals
210 -240 forming the upper row and the contact portions
CP of the terminals 250 -290 forming the lower row are
similarly arranged differently from one another, consti-
tuting a so-called staggered arrangement.
[0033] As will be appreciated from FIG. 3A, the first
sensor drive terminal 250 is situated adjacently to two
other terminals (the reset terminal 260 and the first short
detection terminal 210), and of these, the first short de-
tection terminal 210 for detecting shorting is positioned
closest to the first sensor drive terminal 250. Similarly,
the second sensor drive terminal 290 is situated adja-
cently to two other terminals (the second short detection
terminal 240 and the data terminal 280), and of these,
the second short detection terminal 240 for detecting
shorting is positioned closest to the second sensor drive
terminal 290.
[0034] With regard to relationships among the contact
portions CP, the contact portion CP of the first sensor
drive terminal 250 is situated adjacently to the contact
portions CP of two other terminals (the reset terminal 260
and the first short detection terminal 210). Similarly, the
contact portion CP of the second sensor drive terminal
290 is situated adjacently to the contact portions CP of
two other terminals (the second short detection terminal
240 and the data terminal 280).
[0035] As will be appreciated from FIG. 3A, the first
sensor drive terminal 250 and the second sensor drive
terminal 290 are situated at the ends of the lower row,
i.e. at the outermost positions in the lower row. The lower
row is composed of a greater number of terminals than
the upper row, and the length of the lower row in the
direction orthogonal to the insertion direction R is greater
than the length of the upper row, and consequently of all
the terminals 210 -290 contained in the upper and lower
rows, the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second
sensor drive terminal 290 are situated at the outermost
positions viewed in the direction orthogonal to the inser-

tion direction R.
[0036] With regard to relationships among the contact
portions CP, the contact portion CP of the first sensor
drive terminal 250 and the contact portion CP of the sec-
ond sensor drive terminal 290 are respectively situated
at the ends of the lower row formed by the contact por-
tions CP of the terminals, i.e., at the outermost positions
in the lower row. Among the contact portions of all the
terminals 210 -290 contained in the upper and lower
rows, the contact portion CP of the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 and the contact portion CP of the second sen-
sor drive terminal 290 are situated at the outermost po-
sitions viewed in the direction orthogonal to the insertion
direction R.
[0037] As will be appreciated from FIG. 3A, the first
short detection terminal 210 and the second short detec-
tion terminal 240 are respectively situated at the ends of
the upper row, i.e., at the outermost positions in the upper
row. As a result, the contact portion CP of the first short
detection terminal 210 and the contact portion CP of the
second short detection terminal 240 are similarly located
at the ends of the upper row formed by the contact por-
tions CP of the terminals, i.e. at the outermost positions
in the upper row. Consequently, as will be discussed lat-
er, the terminals 220, 230, 260, 270 and 280 connected
to the memory 203 are situated between the first short
detection terminal 210 and the first sensor drive terminal
250, and the second short detection terminal 240 and
the second sensor drive terminal 290, located to either
side.
[0038] In the embodiment, the board 200 has width of
approximately 12.8 mm in the insertion direction R, width
of the approximately 10.1 mm in the direction orthogonal
to the insertion direction R, and thickness of approximate-
ly 0.71 mm. The terminals 210 -290 each have width of
approximately 1.8 mm in the insertion direction R and
width of approximately 1.05 mm in the direction orthog-
onal to the insertion direction R. The dimension values
given here are merely exemplary, with differences on the
order of � 0.5 mm being acceptable, for example. The
spacing between adjacent terminals in a given row (the
lower row or the upper row), for example the interval K
between the first short detection terminal 210 and the
ground terminal 220, is 1 mm for example. With regard
to spacing among terminals, differences on the order of
� 0.5 mm are acceptable, for example. The interval J
between the upper row and the lower row is about 0.2
mm. With regard to spacing among rows, differences on
the order of � 0.3 mm are acceptable, for example.
[0039] As depicted in FIG. 5, with the ink cartridge 100
attached completely within the holder 4, the terminals
210 -290 of the board 200 are electrically connected to
a carriage circuit 500 via a contact mechanism 400 dis-
posed on the holder 4. The contact mechanism 400 shall
be described briefly making reference to FIGS. 6A-B.
[0040] FIGS. 6A-B show schematics of the construc-
tion of the contact mechanism 400. The contact mecha-
nism 400 has multiple slits 401, 402 of two types that
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differ in depth, formed in alternating fashion at substan-
tially constant pitch in correspondence with the terminals
210 -290 on the board 200. Within each slit 401, 402
there fits a contact forming member 403, 404 endowed
with electrical conductivity and resistance. Of the two
ends of each contact forming member 403 and 404, the
end exposed to the inside of the holder is placed in re-
silient contact with a corresponding terminal among the
terminals 210 -290 on the board 200. In FIG. 6A, portions
410 -490 which are the portions of the contact forming
members 403 and 404 that contact the terminals 210
-290 are shown. Specifically, the portions 410 -490 that
contact the terminals 210 -290 function as apparatus-
side terminals for electrically connecting the printing ap-
paratus 1000 with the terminals 210 -290. The portions
410 -490 that contact the terminals 210 -290 shall here-
inafter be termed apparatus-side terminals 410 -490.
With the ink cartridge 100 attached to the holder 4, the
apparatus-side terminals 410 -490 respectively contact
the contact portions CP of the terminals 210 -290 de-
scribed above (FIG. 3A).
[0041] On the other hand, of the two ends of each con-
tact forming member 403 and 404, the end lying exposed
on the exterior of the holder 4 is placed in resilient contact
with a corresponding terminal among the terminals 510
-590 furnished to the carriage circuit 500.
[0042] The electrical arrangements of the ink cartridge
100 and the printing apparatus will now be described,
focusing on the part relating to the ink cartridge 100, with
reference to FIG. 7 and FIG. 8. FIG. 7 shows a brief di-
agram of the electrical arrangement of the ink cartridge
and the printing apparatus. FIG. 8 shows a brief diagram
of the electrical arrangement, focusing on the cartridge
detection/short detection circuit.
[0043] First, the electrical arrangement of the ink car-
tridge 100 shall be described. Of the terminals of the
board 200 described with reference to FIG. 3, the ground
terminal 220, the power supply terminal 230, the reset
terminal 260, the clock terminal 270 and the data terminal
280 are electrically connected to the memory 203. The
memory 203 is, for example, EEPROM comprising seri-
ally accessed memory cells, and performing data read/
write operations in sync with a clock signal. The ground
terminal 220 is grounded via a terminal 520 on the printing
apparatus 1000 side. The reset terminal 260 is electri-
cally connected to a terminal 560 of the carriage circuit
500, and is used to supply a reset signal RST to the mem-
ory 203 from the carriage circuit 500. The clock terminal
270 is electrically connected to a terminal 570 of the car-
riage circuit 500, and is used to supply the clock signal
CLK to the memory 203 from the carriage circuit 500.
The data terminal 280 is electrically connected to a ter-
minal 580 of the carriage circuit 500, and is used for ex-
change of data signals SDA between the carriage circuit
500 and the memory 203.
[0044] Of the terminals of the board 200 described with
reference to FIG. 3, either the first short detection terminal
210, the second short detection terminal 240, or both are

electrically connected with the ground terminal 220. In
the example depicted in FIG. 7, it will be apparent that
the first short detection terminal 220 is electrically con-
nected to the ground terminal 220. The first short detec-
tion terminal 210 and the second short detection terminal
240 are electrically connected respectively to the termi-
nals 510, 540 of the carriage circuit 500, and used for
cartridge detection and short detection, described later.
[0045] In the embodiment, a piezoelectric element is
used as the sensor 104. The remaining ink level can be
detected by applying driving voltage to the piezoelectric
element to induce the piezoelectric element to vibrate
through the inverse piezoelectric effect, and measuring
the vibration frequency of the voltage produced by the
piezoelectric effect of the residual vibration. Specifically,
this vibration frequency represents the characteristic fre-
quency of the surrounding structures (.e.g. the housing
101 and ink) that vibrate together with the piezoelectric
element. The characteristic frequency changes depend-
ing on the amount of ink remaining within the ink car-
tridge, so the remaining ink level can be detected by
measuring this vibration frequency. Of the terminals of
the board 200 described with reference to FIG. 3, the
second sensor drive terminal 290 is electrically connect-
ed to one electrode of the piezoelectric element used as
the sensor 104, and the first sensor drive terminal 250 is
electrically connected to the other electrode. These ter-
minals 250, 290 are used for exchange of sensor driving
voltage and output signals from the sensor 104, between
the carriage circuit 500 and the sensor 104.
[0046] The carriage circuit 500 comprises a memory
control circuit 501, a cartridge detection/short detection
circuit 502, and a sensor driving circuit 503. The memory
control circuit 501 is a circuit connected to the terminals
530, 560, 570, 580 of the carriage circuit 500 mentioned
above, and used to control the memory 203 of the ink
cartridge 100 to perform data read/write operations. The
memory control circuit 501 and the memory 203 are low-
voltage circuits driven at relatively low voltage (in the em-
bodiment, a maximum of about 3.3 V). The memory con-
trol circuit 501 can employ a known design, and as such
need not be described in detail here.
[0047] The sensor driving circuit 503 is a circuit con-
nected to the terminals 590 and 550 of the carriage circuit
500, and used to control the driving voltage output from
these terminals 590 and 550 to drive the sensor 104,
causing the sensor 104 to detect the remaining ink level.
As will be described later, the driving voltage has a gen-
erally trapezoidal shape, and contains relatively high volt-
age (in the embodiment, about 36 V). Specifically, the
sensor driving circuit 503 and the sensor 104 are high-
voltage circuits using relatively high voltage via the ter-
minals 590 and 550. The sensor driving circuit 503 is
composed of a logic circuit for example, but need not be
described in detail herein.
[0048] The cartridge detection/short detection circuit
502, like the memory control circuit 501, is a low-voltage
circuit driven using relatively low voltage (in the embod-
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iment, a maximum of about 3.3V). As depicted in FIG. 8,
the cartridge detection/short detection circuit 502 com-
prises a first detection circuit 5021 and a second detec-
tion circuit 5022. The first detection circuit 5021 is con-
nected to the terminal 510 of the carriage circuit 500. The
first detection circuit 5021 has a cartridge detection func-
tion for detecting whether there is contact between the
terminal 510 and the first short detection terminal 210 of
the board 200, and a short detection function for detecting
shorting of the terminal 510 to the terminals 550 and 590
which output high voltage.
[0049] To describe in more specific terms, the first de-
tection circuit 5021 has a reference voltage V_ref1 ap-
plied to one end of two series-connected resistors R2,
R3, with the other end being grounded, thereby main-
taining the potential at point P1 and P2 in FIG. 4 at V_
ref1 and V_ref2, respectively. Herein V_ref1 shall be
termed the short detection voltage, and V_ref2 shall be
termed the cartridge detection voltage. In the embodi-
ment, the short detection voltage V_ref1 is set to 6.5 V,
and the cartridge detection voltage V_ref2 is set to 2.5
V. These values are established by means of the circuits,
and are not limited to the values given herein.
[0050] As depicted in FIG. 8, the short detection volt-
age V_ref1 (6.5 V) is input to the negative input pin of a
first Op-Amp OP1, while the cartridge detection voltage
V_ref2 (2.5 V) is input to the negative input pin of a second
Op-Amp OP2. The potential of the terminal 510 is input
to the positive input pins of the first Op-Amp OP1 and
the second Op-Amp OP2. These two Op-Amps function
as a comparator, outputting a High signal when the po-
tential input to the negative input pin is higher than the
potential input to the positive input pin, and conversely
outputting a Low signal when the potential input to the
negative input pin is lower than the potential input to the
positive input pin.
[0051] As depicted in FIG. 8, the terminal 510 is con-
nected to a 3.3 V power supply VDD 3.3 via a transistor
TR1. By means of this arrangement, if terminal 510 is
free e.g. there is no contact with terminal 510, the poten-
tial of the terminal 510 will be set at about 3 V. As noted,
when the ink cartridge 100 is attached, the terminal 510
comes into contact with the first short detection terminal
210 of the board 200 described previously. Here, as de-
picted in FIG. 7, with the first short detection terminal 210
and the ground terminal 220 electrically connected
(shorted) in the board 200, when the terminal 510 comes
into contact with the first short detection terminal 210
(herein referred to as being in contact), the terminal 510
is electrically continuous with the grounded terminal 520,
and the potential of the terminal 510 drops to 0 V.
[0052] Consequently, with the terminal 510 free, a High
signal from the second Op-Amp OP2 is output as the
cartridge detection signal CS1. With the terminal 510 in
contact, a Low signal from the second Op-Amp OP2 is
output as the cartridge detection signal CS1.
[0053] On the other hand, if the terminal 510 is shorted
to the adjacent terminal 550, there are instances in which

the sensor driving voltage (45 V max) will be applied to
the terminal 510. As shown in FIG. 8, when voltage great-
er than the short detection voltage V_ref1 (6.5 V) is ap-
plied to the terminal 510 due to shorting, a High signal
from the Op-Amp OP1 will be output to an AND circuit AA.
[0054] As shown in FIG. 8, a short detection enable
signal EN is input from the main control circuit 40 to the
other input pin of the AND circuit AA. As a result, only
during the time interval that a High signal is input as the
short detection enable signal EN, the first detection circuit
5021 outputs the High signal from the Op-Amp OP1 as
a short detection signal AB1. That is, execution of the
short detection function of the first detection circuit 5021
is controlled by means of the short detection enable sig-
nal EN of the main control circuit 40. The short detection
signal AB1 from the AND circuit AA is output to the main
control circuit 40, as well as being output to the base pin
of the transistor TR1 via resistance R1. As a result, by
means of the transistor TR1 it is possible to prevent high
voltage from being applied to the power supply VDD 3.3
via the terminal 510 when a short is detected (when the
short detection signal AB1 is HI).
[0055] The second detection circuit 5022 has a car-
tridge detection function for detecting whether there is
contact between the terminal 540 and the second short
detection terminal 240 of the board 200, and a short de-
tection function for detecting shorting of the terminal 540
to the terminals 550 and 590 which output high voltage.
Since the second detection circuit 5022 has the same
arrangement as the first detection circuit 5021, a detailed
illustration and description need not be provided here.
Hereinafter, the cartridge detection signal output by the
second detection circuit 5022 shall be denoted as CS2,
and the short detection signal as AB2.
[0056] An arrangement of the carriage circuit 500 cor-
responding to a single ink cartridge 100 has been de-
scribed above. In the embodiment, since four ink car-
tridges 100 are attached, four of the cartridge detection/
short detection circuits 502 described above will be pro-
vided, at each of the attachment locations for the four ink
cartridges 100. While only a single sensor driving circuit
503 is provided, and a single sensor driving circuit 503
is connectable to each of the sensors 104 of the ink car-
tridges 100 attached at the four attachment locations by
means of a switch(not shown). The memory control cir-
cuit 501 is a single circuit responsible for processes re-
lating to the four ink cartridges.
[0057] The main control circuit 40 is a computer of
known design comprising a central processing unit
(CPU), a read-only memory (ROM), and a random ac-
cess memory (RAM). As noted, the main control circuit
40 controls the entire printer; in FIG. 8, however, only
those elements necessary for description of the embod-
iment are selectively illustrated, and the following de-
scription refers to the illustrated arrangement. The main
control circuit 40 comprises a cartridge determining mod-
ule M50 and a remaining ink level determining module
M60. On the basis of the received cartridge detection
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signals CS1, CS2, the cartridge determining module M50
executes a cartridge determination process, described
later. The remaining ink level determining module M60
controls the sensor driving circuit 503, and executes a
remaining ink level detection process, described later.

Cartridge determination process:

[0058] The cartridge determination process executed
by the cartridge determining module M50 of the main
control circuit 40 will be described with reference to FIG.
9 and FIG. 10. FIG. 9 shows a flowchart depicting the
processing routine of the cartridge determination proc-
ess. FIGS. 10A-C show illustrations depicting three types
of terminal lines on the board 200.
[0059] Before turning to the cartridge determination
process, the board 200 will be described further with ref-
erence to FIG. 10. The board 200 mentioned previously
comes in three types, depending on the wiring pattern of
the first short detection terminal 210, the second short
detection terminal 240, and the ground terminal 220.
These three types are designated respectively as Type
A, Type B, and Type C. As depicted in FIG. 10A, the Type
A board 200 is arranged with the first short detection ter-
minal 210 and the ground terminal 220 electrically con-
nected by a conducting line 207, while the second short
detection terminal 240 and the ground terminal 220 are
not electrically connected. As depicted in FIG. 10B, the
Type B board 200 is arranged with both the first short
detection terminal 210 and the second short detection
terminal 240 electrically connected with the ground ter-
minal 220 by a conducting line 207. As depicted in FIG.
10C, the Type C board 200 is arranged with the second
short detection terminal 240 and the ground terminal 220
electrically connected by a conducting line 207, while the
first short detection terminal 210 and the ground terminal
220 are not electrically connected. A board 200 of pre-
determined type, selected with reference to ink type or
ink quantity for example, is disposed on the ink cartridge
100. Specifically, depending on the quantity of ink con-
tained in the ink cartridge 100, a Type A board 200 could
be disposed on an L size cartridge containing a large
quantity of ink; a Type B board 200 could be disposed
on an M size cartridge containing a standard quantity of
ink; and a Type C board 200 could be disposed on an S
size cartridge containing a small quantity of ink.
[0060] The cartridge determining module M50 of the
main control circuit 40 constantly receives from the car-
tridge detection/short detection circuit 502 the cartridge
detection signals CS1, CS2 for each of the four attach-
ment locations of the holder 4, and using these signals
executes the cartridge determination process for each of
the attachment locations.
[0061] When the cartridge determining module M50
initiates the cartridge determination process for a select-
ed attachment location, the cartridge determining module
M50 first ascertains whether the cartridge detection sig-
nal CS1 from the cartridge detection/short detection cir-

cuit 502 in the selected attachment location is a Low sig-
nal (Step S102). Next, the cartridge determining module
M50 ascertains whether the cartridge detection signal
CS2 in the selected attachment location is a Low signal
(Step S104 or S106). If as a result the cartridge detection
signals CS1 and CS2 are both Low signals (Step S102:
YES and Step S104: YES), the cartridge determining
module M50 decides that the ink cartridge 100 attached
to the selected attachment location is furnished with the
Type B board 200 (Step S108).
[0062] Similarly, the cartridge determining module
M50, in the event that the cartridge detection signal CS1
is a Low signal and the cartridge detection signal CS2 is
a High signal (Step S102: YES and Step S104: NO), de-
cides that the ink cartridge is furnished with the Type A
board 200 (Step S110); or in the event that the cartridge
detection signal CS1 is a High signal and the cartridge
detection signal CS2 is a Low signal (Step S102: NO and
Step S104: YES), decides that the ink cartridge is fur-
nished with the Type C board 200 described above (Step
S112).
[0063] In the event that both the cartridge detection
signals CS1 and CS2 are High signals Step S102: NO
and Step S104: NO), the cartridge determining module
M50 decides that no cartridge is attached to the selected
attachment location (Step S114). In this way, the car-
tridge determining module M50 determines whether an
ink cartridge 100 is attached, and if so what type, for each
of the four attachment locations.

Remaining ink level detection process:

[0064] The remaining ink level detection process exe-
cuted by the remaining ink level determining module M60
of the main control circuit 40 will now be described with
reference to FIG. 11 and FIGS. 12A-C. FIG. 11 shows a
flowchart depicting the processing routine of the remain-
ing ink level detection process. FIGS. 12A-C show timing
charts depicting temporal change in the shorting-detec-
tion enable signal and sensor voltage during execution
of the remaining ink level detection process;
[0065] The remaining ink level determining module
M60 of the main control circuit 40, in the event that the
remaining ink level in the ink cartridge 100 attached at
any of the attachment locations of the holder 4 is to be
detected, first sets to High the short detection enable
signal EN to all of the cartridge detection/short detection
circuits 502 (Step S202). As a result, the short detection
function is enabled in all of the cartridge detection/short
detection circuits 502, and if voltage above the reference
voltage V_ref1 (6.5 V) is applied to the aforementioned
terminal 520 and terminal 540, are able to output High
signals as the short detection signals AB1, AB2. In other
words, a state in which the short detection enable signal
EN are High signals is a state in which shorting of the
terminal 510 or terminal 540 to the terminal 550 or ter-
minal 590 is monitored.
[0066] Next, the remaining ink level determining mod-
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ule M60 instructs the sensor driving circuit 503 to output
driving voltage from the terminal 550 or terminal 590 to
the sensor 104, and detect the remaining ink level output
(Step S204). To describe in more specific terms, when
the sensor driving circuit 503 receives an instruction sig-
nal from the remaining ink level determining module M60,
the sensor driving circuit 503 outputs driving voltage from
either the terminal 550 or the terminal 590, the voltage
being applied to the piezoelectric element which consti-
tutes the sensor 104 of the ink cartridge 100, charging
the piezoelectric element and causing it to distort by
means of the inverse piezoelectric effect. The sensor
driving circuit 503 subsequently drops the applied volt-
age, whereupon the charge built up in the piezoelectric
element is discharged, causing the piezoelectric element
to vibrate. In FIG. 12, the driving voltage is the voltage
shown during time interval T1. As depicted in FIG. 12,
the driving voltage fluctuates between the reference volt-
age and the maximum voltage Vs in such a way as to
describe a trapezoidal shape. The maximum voltage Vs
is set to relatively high voltage (e.g. about 36 V). Via the
terminal 550 of the terminal 590, the sensor driving circuit
503 detects the voltage produced by the piezoelectric
effect as a result of vibration of the piezoelectric element
(in FIG. 12 depicted as the voltage during time interval
T2), and by measuring the vibration frequency thereof
detects the remaining ink level. Specifically, this vibration
frequency represents the characteristic frequency of the
surrounding structures (the housing 101 and ink) that vi-
brate together with the piezoelectric element, and chang-
es depending on the amount of ink remaining within the
ink cartridge 100, so the remaining ink level can be de-
tected by measuring this vibration frequency. The sensor
driving circuit 503 outputs the detected result to the re-
maining ink level determining module M60 of the main
control circuit 40.
[0067] When the remaining ink level determining mod-
ule M60 receives the detected result from the sensor driv-
ing circuit 503, the remaining ink level determining mod-
ule M60 brings the short detection enable signal EN,
which was previously set to a High signal in Step S202,
back to a Low signal (Step S206), and terminates the
process. In this process, the interval that the remaining
ink level is being detected is a state in which the short
detection enable signal EN is set to a High signal to en-
able short detection. In other words, remaining ink level
is detected while the occurrence of shorting is being mon-
itored by the cartridge detection/short detection circuit
502.

Process when shorting is detected

[0068] The process carried out in the event that, during
execution of detection of the remaining ink level (Step
S204), the remaining ink level determining module M60
receives a High signal as the short detection signal AB1
or AB2, e.g. shorting is detected shall be described here.
In FIG. 11, a flowchart of the interrupt processing routine

when shorting is detected is shown as well. When the
terminal 510 or the terminal 540 shorts to the terminal
that is outputting the sensor driving voltage of the termi-
nals 550 and 590, the sensor driving voltage will be ap-
plied to the shorting terminal 510 or terminal 540. There-
upon, since the short detection enable signal EN is cur-
rently set to High, at the instant that the sensor driving
voltage goes above the short detection voltage V_ref1
(6.5 V), a High signal will be output as the short detection
signals AB1, AB2 from the cartridge detection/short de-
tection circuit 502. When the remaining ink level deter-
mining module M60 receives either of these short detec-
tion signals AB1, AB2, the remaining ink level determin-
ing module M60 suspends detection of remaining ink lev-
el, and executes the interrupt processing when shorting
is detected.
[0069] When the interrupt processing is initiated, the
remaining ink level determining module M60 immediately
instructs the sensor driving circuit 503 to suspend the
output of sensor driving voltage (Step S208).
[0070] Next, the remaining ink level determining mod-
ule M60, without carrying out remaining ink level detec-
tion process to its conclusion, brings the short detection
enable signal EN back to a Low signal (Step S206) to
terminate the process. For example, the main control cir-
cuit 40 may take some countermeasure, such as notifying
the user of the shorting.
[0071] FIG. 12A depicts change of the detection ena-
ble signal EN through time. FIG. 12B depicts sensor volt-
age in the event that neither the terminal 510 nor the
terminal 540 is shorting to the terminal that outputs the
sensor driving voltage of the terminals 550 and 590, so
that the remaining ink level detection process is being
executed normally. FIG. 12C depicts sensor voltage in
the event that the terminal 510 or the terminal 540 is
shorting to the terminal that, of the terminals 550 and
590, outputs the sensor driving voltage.
[0072] As depicted in FIG. 12A, during execution of
the remaining ink level detection process, the detection
enable signal EN is a High signal. As shown in FIG. 12B,
in the normal state (no shorting), after high voltage Vs
has been applied to the sensor 104, the applied voltage
drops, and subsequently vibration voltage is produced
through the piezoelectric effect. In the embodiment, Vs
is set at 36 V.
[0073] As depicted in FIG. 12C, on the other hand, in
the abnormal state (shorting), the sensor voltage drops
at the instant that it goes above the short detection volt-
age V_ref1 (6.5 V). This is due to the fact that, at the
instant that the sensor voltage goes above the short de-
tection voltage V_ref1 (6.5 V), a High signal is output as
the short detection signal AB1 or AB2 from the cartridge
detection/short detection circuit 502 to the remaining ink
level determining module M60, and the remaining ink lev-
el determining module M60 receiving this signal imme-
diately drops the sensor driving voltage.
[0074] FIG. 13 shows an illustration of a scenario of
shorting. Here, the likely scenario for shorting to other
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terminals by the terminals 550 and 590 which output the
sensor driving voltage is, for example, the case depicted
in FIG. 13, in which an electrically conductive ink drop
S1 or a water drop S2 formed by condensation has be-
come deposited on the board 200 of the ink cartridge
100, bridging the gap between the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 or the second sensor drive terminal 290 and
another terminal or terminals on the board 200, producing
shorting. For example, ink drop S1 that has adhered to
the surface of the carriage 3 or ink supply needle 6 dis-
perses and adheres as shown in FIG. 13 by the motion
of attaching or detaching of ink cartridge 100. In this in-
stance, when the ink cartridge 100 is attached, the ter-
minal 550 that outputs the sensor driving voltage, for ex-
ample, will short to another terminal 510, 520, or 560 of
the carriage circuit 500 via the first sensor drive terminal
250 and the terminals (FIG. 13: terminals 210, 220, 260)
bridged by the ink drop S1 to the sensor drive terminal
250. Or, the terminal 590 that outputs the sensor driving
voltage will short to another terminal 540 of the carriage
circuit 500 via the second sensor drive terminal 290 and
the second short detection terminal 240 (FIG. 13) bridged
by the water drop S2 to the second sensor drive terminal
290, for example. Such a shorting is caused by various
factor as well as the adhesion of the ink drop. For exam-
ple, the shorting may be caused by trapping electrically
conducting object, for example, paper clip on carriage 3.
The shorting also may be caused by adhesion to termi-
nals of the electrically conducting material, for example,
skin oil of user.
[0075] As mentioned previously with reference to FIG.
3, in the ink cartridge 100 pertaining to the embodiment
the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second sensor
drive terminal 290 which apply the driving voltage to the
sensor are arranged at the two ends of the terminal group,
so the number of adjacent terminals is small. As a result,
the likelihood of the first sensor drive terminal 250 and
the second sensor drive terminal 290 shorting to other
terminals is low.
[0076] On the board 200, if the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 should short to the adjacent first short detection
terminal 210, the shorting will be detected by the afore-
mentioned cartridge detection/short detection circuit 502.
For example, shorting of the first sensor drive terminal
250 to another terminal caused by the ink drop S1 infil-
trating from the first sensor drive terminal 250 side will
be detected instantly and the output of sensor driving
voltage will be suspend, preventing or reducing damage
to the memory 203 and the printing apparatus 1000 cir-
cuits (the memory control circuit 501 and the cartridge
detection/short detection circuit 502) caused by the short-
ing.
[0077] Also, the first short detection terminal 210 is ad-
jacent to the first sensor drive terminal 250 and situated
closest to the first sensor drive terminal 250. Conse-
quently, in the event that the first sensor drive terminal
250 should short to another terminal or terminals due to
the ink drop S1 or the water drop S2, there is a high

likelihood that the first sensor drive terminal 250 will short
to the first short detection terminal 210 as well. Conse-
quently, shorting of the first sensor drive terminal 250 to
another terminal can be detected more reliably.
[0078] In addition to detecting shorting, the first short
detection terminal 210 is also used by the cartridge de-
tection/short detection circuit 502 to determine whether
an ink cartridge 100 is attached, as well as to determine
the type of attached ink cartridge 100. As a result, the
number of terminals on the board 200 can be kept down,
and it becomes possible to reduce the number of board
200 manufacturing steps and the number of parts for the
board 200.
[0079] Similarly, if the second sensor drive terminal
290 should short to the second short detection terminal
240, the short will be detected by the cartridge detection/
short detection circuit 502. Consequently, shorting of the
second sensor drive terminal 290 to another terminal
caused by the ink drop S1 or the water drop S2 infiltrating
from the second sensor drive terminal 290 side can be
detected instantly. As a result, damage to the circuits of
the memory 203 and the printing apparatus 1000 caused
by shorting can be prevented or reduced. Similarly, the
second short detection terminal 240 is the terminal situ-
ated closest to the second sensor drive terminal 290.
Consequently, in the event that the second sensor drive
terminal 290 should short to another terminal or terminals
due to the ink drop S1 or the water drop S2, there is a
high likelihood that the second sensor drive terminal 290
will short to the second short detection terminal 240 as
well. Consequently, shorting of the second sensor drive
terminal 290 to another terminal can be detected more
reliably.
[0080] The first sensor drive terminal 250 and the first
short detection terminal 210 on the one hand, and the
second sensor drive terminal 290 and the second short
detection terminal 240 on the other, are situated at the
ends of the terminal group so that the other terminals
(220, 230, 260 -270) lie between them. Consequently, if
foreign matter (the ink drop S1, water drop S2 etc.) should
infiltrate from either side as indicated by the arrows in
FIG. 13, this infiltration can be detected before it infiltrates
as far as the other terminals (220, 230, 260 - 270). Con-
sequently, damage to the circuits of the memory 203 and
the printing apparatus 1000 due to infiltration of foreign
matter can be prevented or reduced.
[0081] The first sensor drive terminal 250 and the sec-
ond sensor drive terminal 290 are arranged in the row
on the insertion direction R side (lower row). As a result,
since the terminals 250, 290 to which sensor driving volt-
age including high voltage is applied are situated to the
back in the insertion direction, there is less likelihood that
ink drops or foreign matter (e.g. a paperclip) will infiltrate
to the location of these terminals 250, 290. As a result,
damage to the circuits of the memory 203 and the printing
apparatus 1000 caused by infiltration of foreign matter
can be prevented or reduced.
[0082] The terminal group of the board 200 is arranged
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in a staggered pattern. As a result, unwanted contact of
the terminals of the ink cartridge 100 with the terminals
of the printing apparatus 1000 (the contact forming mem-
bers 403, 404 mentioned previously) during the attach-
ment operation can be prevented or reduced.

B. Variations:

[0083] Variations of the board 200 mounted to the ink
cartridge 100 shall be described with reference to FIGS.
14A -16B. FIGS. 14A-D show first diagrams depicting
boards pertaining to variations. FIGS. 15A-C show sec-
ond diagrams depicting boards pertaining to variations.
FIGS. 16A-B show third diagrams depicting boards per-
taining to variations.

Variation 1:

[0084] On the board 200b depicted in FIG. 14A, the
first short detection terminal 210 is similar to the first short
detection terminal 210 of the board 200 of the embodi-
ment, but has at its lower end an extended portion that
reaches into proximity with the lower edge of the lower
row. The extended portion is positioned between the first
sensor drive terminal 250 and the reset terminal 260 of
the lower row. As a result, for example, even in the event
of adhesion of an ink drop S3 as depicted in FIG. 14 (a),
shorting of the extended portion of the short detection
terminal 210 to the first sensor drive terminal 250 will be
detected. Like this, when the first sensor drive terminal
250 and terminal other than the first short detection ter-
minal 210 are shorting, there is a high possibility that the
first sensor drive terminal 250 and the first short detection
terminal 210 are shorting and the sensor driving voltage
is suspended. Accordingly, problems caused by shorting
of the first sensor drive terminal 250 to another terminal
(in the example of FIG. 14A, the reset terminal 260) can
be prevented or reduced.
[0085] As shown in FIG. 14A, the second short detec-
tion terminal 240 of the board 200b is also similar in shape
to the first short detection terminal 210 mentioned above,
and shorting of the second sensor drive terminal 290 to
another terminal will also be detected more reliably.

Variation 2:

[0086] The board 200c depicted in FIG. 14B has, in
addition to the arrangement of the board 200b described
above, also has an extended portion located at the upper
side of the first sensor drive terminal 250, and reaching
into proximity with the upper edge of the upper row. As
a result, even in the event of adhesion of an ink drop S4
as depicted in FIG. 14 (b), shorting of the short detection
terminal 210 to the extended portion of the first sensor
drive terminal 250 will be detected. Like this, when the
first sensor drive terminal 250 and terminal other than
the first short detection terminal 210 are shorting, there
is a high possibility that the first sensor drive terminal 250

and the first short detection terminal 210 are shorting and
the sensor driving voltage is suspended. Accordingly,
problems caused by shorting of the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 to another terminal can be prevented or re-
duced.
[0087] As shown in FIG. 14B, the second sensor drive
terminal 290 of the board 200c is also similar in shape
to the first sensor drive terminal 250 mentioned above,
and infiltration of an ink drop from the end, at the end at
which the second sensor drive terminal 290 is situated,
can be detected instantly.

Variation 3:

[0088] The board 200d depicted in FIG. 14C differs
from the board 200 of the embodiment in that there is no
second short detection terminal 240. In the case of the
Type A board 200 depicted in FIG. 10A, the second short
detection terminal 240 does not carry out detection of
contact by means of the cartridge detection/short detec-
tion circuit 502 (since there is no shorting to the ground
terminal 220). Consequently, in the case of the Type A
board 200, the second short detection terminal 240 is
used for short detection only and accordingly can be dis-
pensed with. In this case as well, since the first short
detection terminal 210 is at the location closest to the
first sensor drive terminal 250, when the first sensor drive
terminal 250 and terminal other than the first short de-
tection terminal 210 are shorting, there is a high possi-
bility that the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the first
short detection terminal 210 are shorting and the sensor
driving voltage is suspended. Infiltration of an ink drop to
second sensor drive terminal 290 side will also be de-
tected to a certain extent. In FIG. 14C, the symbol CP
represents the location of contact with the contact form-
ing member 403 that would contact the second short de-
tection terminal 240 if the second short detection terminal
240 were present (i.e. the contact forming member 403
corresponding to the terminal 540 of the carriage circuit
500). Even in the case that the second short detection
terminal 240 is absent, if a shorting should occur between
the second sensor drive terminal 290 and the contact
forming member 403 corresponding to the terminal 540
of the carriage circuit 500 due to an ink drop S5, infiltration
of the ink drop S5 will be detected. Similarly, in the case
of a Type C board 200, the first short detection terminal
210 may be dispensed with.

Variation 4:

[0089] On the board 200e depicted in FIG. 14D, the
first sensor drive terminal 250 and the first short detection
terminal 210 have elongated shape reaching from the
vicinity of the upper edge of the upper row to the vicinity
of the lower edge of the lower row. The terminals of this
shape, as the contact locations are indicated by the sym-
bol CP in FIG. 14D, can contact the corresponding con-
tact forming portions 403 arranged in a staggered pat-
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tern. In the case of the board 200e, like the board 200c
described previously, even if an ink drop S6 should be-
come deposited for example, shorting between the ex-
tended portions of the first short detection terminal 210
and the first sensor drive terminal 250 will be detected.
Like this, first short detection terminal 210 is located be-
tween first sensor drive terminal 250 and terminal other
than the first short detection terminal 210. Accordingly,
when the first sensor drive terminal 250 and terminal oth-
er than the first short detection terminal 210 are shorting,
there is a high possibility that the first sensor drive termi-
nal 250 and the first short detection terminal 210 are
shorting and the sensor driving voltage is suspended.
[0090] The second sensor drive terminal 290 and the
second short detection terminal 240 of the board 200e
have shape similar to the first sensor drive terminal 250
and the first short detection terminal 210 described
above. Accordingly, when the second sensor drive ter-
minal 290 and terminal other than the second short de-
tection terminal 240 are shorting, there is a high possi-
bility that the second sensor drive terminal 290 and the
second short detection terminal 240 are shorting. As a
result, the possibility preventing or reducing the problems
caused by shorting of the sensor drive terminal 250, 290
to another terminal becomes higher.

Variation 5:

[0091] On the board 200f depicted in FIG. 15A, the
terminal which corresponds to the first short detection
terminal 210 and the ground terminal 220 in the board
200 pertaining to the embodiment is an integral terminal
215 wherein these two terminals are integrally formed as
a single member. This board 200f can be used in place
of the Type A or Type B board 200 (FIG. 10) whose first
short detection terminal 210 and ground terminal 220 are
shorted. With the board 200f, the need is obviated for a
line between the first short detection terminal 210 and
the ground terminal 220, which was required in the case
of in the board 200 pertaining to the embodiment, so the
board 200 requires fewer process steps and fewer parts.

Variation 6:

[0092] On the board 200g depicted in FIG. 15B, the
terminals 210 -240 of the upper row each have shape
similar to the first short detection terminal 210 of the board
200b described previously. Specifically, each of the ter-
minals 210 -240 has an extended portion situated at the
lower edge of the corresponding terminal of the board
200 pertaining to the embodiment and reaching into prox-
imity with the lower edge of the lower row. The terminals
250 -290 of the lower row of the board 200g are similar
in shape to the first sensor drive terminal 250 of the board
200c described earlier. Specifically, the each of the ter-
minals 250 -290 has an extended portion situated at the
upper edge of the corresponding terminal of the board
200 pertaining to the embodiment and reaching into prox-

imity with the upper edge of the upper row.
[0093] As a result, the terminals 210 -290 of the board
200g are arranged so as to form a terminal group com-
posed of a single row of terminals of generally oar shape
of in mutually different arrangement, rather than being
arranged in two rows. The first sensor drive terminal 250
and the second sensor drive terminal 290 to which the
high-voltage sensor driving voltage is applied are posi-
tioned at the two ends of the single row of the terminal
group, with the first short detection terminal 210 and the
second short detection terminal 240 respectively ar-
ranged adjacently inward from the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 and the second sensor drive terminal 290.
[0094] With the board 200g, an ink drop or foreign mat-
ter infiltrating from either end can be detected immedi-
ately at the point in time that shorting occurs between
the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the short detection
terminal 210, or between the second sensor drive termi-
nal 290 and the second short detection terminal 240. In
the event that the first sensor drive terminal 250 or the
second sensor drive terminal 290 should short to another
terminal, in the case where the shorting is due to an ink
drop or the like, the likelihood is extremely high that short-
ing between the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the
short detection terminal 210, or between the second sen-
sor drive terminal 290 and the second short detection
terminal 240, will occur at the same time. Consequently,
shorting of the first sensor drive terminal 250 or the sec-
ond sensor drive terminal 290 to another terminal can be
detected reliably. As a result, damage to the memory 203
and the printing apparatus 1000 circuits (the memory
control circuit 501 and the cartridge detection/short de-
tection circuit 502) caused by the shorting can be pre-
vented or minimized.

Variation 7:

[0095] On the board 200h depicted in FIG. 15C, the
terminals 210 -290 have elongated shape extending over
a distance equivalent to two rows of the board 200 per-
taining to the embodiment, in a manner similar to the first
sensor drive terminal 250 and the first short detection
terminal 210 of the board 200e described previously. The
terminals of this shape, as the contact locations are in-
dicated by the symbol cp in FIG. 15C, can contact the
corresponding contact forming portions 403 arranged in
a staggered pattern.
[0096] In the board 200h, the terminals 210 -290 are
arranged so as to form a single row in the orthogonal
direction to the insertion direction R, in a manner similar
to the board 200g described above. Also, like the board
200g, the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second
sensor drive terminal 290 to which the high-voltage sen-
sor driving voltage is applied are positioned at the two
ends of the single row of terminals, with the first short
detection terminal 210 and the second short detection
terminal 240 respectively arranged adjacently inward
from the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second
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sensor drive terminal 290. As a result, the board 200h
affords advantages analogous to those of the board 200g
described above.

Variation 8:

[0097] The first short detection terminal 210 of the
board 200i depicted in FIG. 16A has a shape that is longer
on the left side in the drawing, as compared to the first
short detection terminal 210 of the board 200 pertaining
to the embodiment. Additionally, the first short detection
terminal 210 of the board 200i has an extended portion
reaching from the left edge portion to the vicinity of the
lower edge of the lower row. The extended portion is
situated to the left of the first sensor drive terminal 250
in the lower row. In other words, the extended portion is
disposed to further from the middle of the terminal group
in a direction substantially orthogonal to the insertion di-
rection R than the first sensor drive terminal 250. In this
case, whereas viewed in terms of the terminal as a whole,
the first short detection terminal 210 is situated outwardly
(to the left side) of the first sensor drive terminal 250,
when viewed in terms of the contact portion CP of the
terminal, of the contact portions CP of all of the terminals
210 -290 the contact portion CP of the first sensor drive
terminal 250 is the one situated at the outermost position
(left side), in the same manner as in the embodiment.
Also, shorting between the first sensor drive terminal 250
and the first short detection terminal 210 that includes
the contact portion CP adjacent to the contact portion CP
of the first sensor drive terminal 250 is detected. Accord-
ingly, the board 200i pertaining to this variation affords
advantages similar to the board 200 pertaining to the
embodiment. Specifically, infiltration of an ink drop from
the edge can be detected instantly, and damage to the
circuits of the memory 203 and the printing apparatus
1000 can be prevented or minimized. Additionally, since
the first short detection terminal 210 has the extended
portion, the length of a first portion that is a portion adja-
cent to the circumferential edge of the first short detection
terminal 210 among the circumferential edge of the first
sensor drive terminal 250 becomes long. As shown in
FIG. 16B, the length of the first portion is longer than that
of a second portion that is a portion adjacent to the cir-
cumferential edge of the reset terminal 260 among the
among the circumferential edge of the first sensor drive
terminal 250. As a result, when the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 and terminal other than the first short detection
terminal 210, for example, the reset terminal 260 are
shorting, there is a high possibility that the first sensor
drive terminal 250 and the first short detection terminal
210 are shorting. Accordingly, the sensor driving voltage
is suspended and problems caused by shorting of the
first sensor drive terminal 250 to another terminal can be
prevented or reduced with higher probability.
[0098] The first short detection terminal 210 of the
board 200p in FIG. 16C has the longer extended portion
than the first short detection terminal 210 of the board

200i. As shown in FIG 16C, the extended portion of the
first short detection terminal 210 of the board 200p ex-
tends from upper left to lower right of the first sensor drive
terminal 250 along the circumferential edge of the first
sensor drive terminal 250. As a result, the length of the
first portion in the board 200p is longer than that in the
board 200i. Accordingly, when the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 and terminal other than the first short detection
terminal 210 are shorting, there is a higher possibility the
sensor driving voltage is suspended and problems
caused by shorting of the first sensor drive terminal 250
to another terminal can be prevented or reduced.
[0099] The first short detection terminal 210 of the
board 200q in FIG. 16D has the longer extended portion
than the first short detection terminal 210 of the board
200i and 200p. As shown in FIG 16D, the extended por-
tion of the first short detection terminal 210 of the board
200q extends from upper left through lower to upper right
of the first sensor drive terminal 250 along the circumfer-
ential edge of the first sensor drive terminal 250. In other
words, the first short detection terminal 210 is formed so
as to surround the first sensor drive terminal 250 com-
pletely. As a result, the length of the first portion in the
board 200q is longer than that in the board 200i and 200p.
Accordingly, when the first sensor drive terminal 250 and
terminal other than the first short detection terminal 210
are shorting, there is a higher possibility the sensor driv-
ing voltage is suspended and problems caused by short-
ing of the first sensor drive terminal 250 to another ter-
minal can be prevented or reduced.
[0100] As shown in FIGS. 16A-C, board 200i, 200p,
200q are added the direction in which the portion of the
first short detection terminal 210 is located adjacently to
a portion of the sensor drive terminal 250 by providing
the extended portion of the first short detection terminal
210. About board 200i, the extended potion of the first
short detection terminal 210 located adjacently to left bor-
der of the first sensor drive terminal 250 in a lateral di-
rection towards an edge of the ink cartridge 100, and the
first short detection terminal 210 itself is located adja-
cently to upper border of the first sensor drive terminal
250 in opposite direction of the insertion direction R.
Meanwhile, about board 200p, in addition to above-men-
tioned two directions, the extended potion of the first short
detection terminal 210 is located adjacently to lower bor-
der of the first sensor drive terminal 250 in the insertion
direction R. Furthermore, about board 200q, the extend-
ed potion of the first short detection terminal 210 is lo-
cated adjacently to right border of the first sensor drive
terminal 250 in lateral direction away from an edge of the
ink cartridge 100. In other words, about board 200q, at
least a potion of the first short detection terminal 210 is
located adjacently to the first sensor drive terminal 250
in all direction.
[0101] When the first sensor drive terminal 250 and
terminal other than the first short detection terminal 210
are shorting by ink drop or other object infiltrating from
the direction in which the portion of the first short detec-
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tion terminal 210 is located adjacently to the portion of
the first sensor drive terminal 250, there is a much high
possibility that the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the
first short detection terminal 210 are shorting. Accord-
ingly, problems caused by shorting of the first sensor
drive terminal 250 to another terminal by ink drop or other
object infiltrating from such direction can be prevented
or reduced with much high probability. In the present var-
iations, the extended portion of the first short detection
terminal 210 adds the direction in which the first short
detection terminal 210 and the first sensor drive terminal
250 are adjacent each other, and prevents or reduces
problems caused by shorting of the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 to another terminal with much high probability.
[0102] In the boards 200i, 200p, 200q pertaining to this
variation, only the first short detection terminal 210 on
the left side is furnished with a structure having the ex-
tended portion described above, but it would be possible
to furnish the second short detection terminal 240 on the
right side with a structure having an extended portion, in
addition to the first short detection terminal 210 or instead
of the first short detection terminal 210. In this case as
well, there are afforded advantages analogous to those
of the boards 200i, 200p, 200q pertaining to this variation.

Variation 9:

[0103] The board 200j depicted in FIG. 16B, like the
board 200f described previously in Variation 5, has an
integral terminal 215 wherein the first short detection ter-
minal 210 and the ground terminal 220 in the board 200
pertaining to the embodiment are integrally formed as a
single member. The integral terminal 215 of the board
200j differs in shape from the integral terminal 215 of the
board 200f described previously. Specifically, the integral
terminal 215 of the board 200j, like the first short detection
terminal 210 of the board 200i described in Variation 8,
has a shape elongated on the left side, and has an ex-
tended portion reaching from the left edge portion to the
vicinity of the lower edge of the lower row. In this case,
advantages analogous to those of the board 200i per-
taining to Variation 8 are attained, while reducing the
number of production steps and parts needed for the
board.
[0104] In the embodiment and variations described
hereinabove, all of the terminals are situated on the board
200, but it is not necessary that all terminals be situated
on the board 200. For example, it would be acceptable
for some of the terminals to be situated on the housing
101 of the ink cartridge 100. By way of specific examples,
Variation 10 and Variation 11 shall be described below
with reference to FIGS. 17A -18D. FIGS. 17A-D show
diagrams depicting the construction around boards of ink
cartridges pertaining to variations. FIGS. 18A-D show
cross sections A-A to D-D in FIG. 17.

Variation 10:

[0105] The board 200k depicted in FIG. 17A is fur-
nished with seven terminals 210 - 240 and 260 -280, out
of the nine terminals 210 -290 furnished to the board 200
of the embodiment. Out of the nine terminals 210 -290
furnished to the board 200 of the embodiment, the board
200k lacks the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the
second sensor drive terminal 290. The board 200k per-
taining to this variation is furnished with notches NT1 or
NT2 situated in zones that include the locations where
the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second sensor
drive terminal 290 were disposed on the board 200 per-
taining to the embodiment. The notches may have the
shape indicated by the solid lines NT1, or the shape in-
dicated by the broken lines NT2, in FIG. 17A. Terminals
150 and 190 having function similar to the first sensor
drive terminal 250 and the second sensor drive terminal
290 of the board 200 in the embodiment are arranged on
the housing 101 situated to the rear of the board 200k.
Naturally, with the ink cartridge 100 attached to the holder
4, these terminals 150 and 190 are situated at locations
contacting the corresponding apparatus-side terminals
450 and 490.
[0106] A-A cross section viewed in FIG. 17A is depict-
ed in FIG. 18A. As shown in FIG. 18A, a depressed por-
tion DE, formed by a gap between the notch NT1 of the
board 200k and the terminal 150, is situated between the
terminal 150 and the adjacent terminals 260, 210 (in FIG.
18A, the reset terminal 260 is shown). While omitted from
the drawing, a similar depressed portion DE is situated
between the terminal 190 and the adjacent terminals 280,
240.
[0107] According to this variation, the following advan-
tages are afforded in addition to those analogous to the
board 200 pertaining to the embodiment. If an ink drop
or foreign matter should infiltrate from the end of the ink
cartridge 100 pertaining to this variation, it will become
trapped in the depressed portion DE arranged surround-
ing the terminal 150 or the terminal 190, whereby shorting
of the terminal 150 or the terminal 190 to another terminal
due to an infiltrating ink drop or foreign matter can be
further prevented or minimized.

Variation 11:

[0108] The board 200m depicted in FIG. 17B, rather
than having the notches NT1 or NT2 pertaining to Vari-
ation 10, is instead furnished with through-holes HL sit-
uated at locations corresponding to the locations where
the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second sensor
drive terminal 290 are situated on the board 200 pertain-
ing to the embodiment. B-B cross section viewed in FIG.
17B is depicted in FIG. 18B. Other arrangements of the
ink cartridge 100 pertaining to Variation 11 are the same
as those of the ink cartridge 100 pertaining to Variation
10. In this variation as well, depressed portions DE are
situated between the terminals 150, 190 and the adjacent
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terminals. Accordingly, the ink cartridge 100 pertaining
to this variation affords advantages analogous to those
of the ink cartridge 100 pertaining to Variation 10.

Variation 12:

[0109] In the boards pertaining to the embodiment and
variations, all terminals are connected to one of memory
203 and sensor 104. However, the board may include
dummy terminal that is not connected to any device. An
example of such type of the board will be described as
Variation 12 with reference to FIGS. 19A-D. FIGS. 19A-
D show fourth diagrams depicting boards pertaining to
variations.
[0110] The board 200r includes the upper row formed
by four terminals and the lower row formed by five termi-
nals, as with the board 200 pertaining to the embodiment.
Arrangement and function of the terminals 210 - 290
forming the upper row and the lower row of board 200r
is the same as those of the terminals of board 200 in the
embodiment, so the detailed description thereof is omit-
ted.
[0111] The board 200r shown in FIG. 19A has the dum-
my terminals DT between the upper row and the lower
row and on the underside (the insertion direction side) of
the lower row. The dummy terminals DT, for example,
are made of the same material as other terminal 210-290.
FIG. 19C shows E-E cross-section including dummy ter-
minals DT. The dummy terminals DT has about the same
thickness as other terminal 210-290.
[0112] The dummy terminals DT are for scraping away
foreign object adherent on the contact forming members
403, for example, dust when ink cartridge 100 is attached
or detached. This enables to prevent foreign object from
being brought to the terminal to be contacted by contact
forming member 403 (for example, the first sensor drive
terminal 250 in FIG. 19C) when ink cartridge 100 is at-
tached or detached, and to prevent contact failure be-
tween the terminal and the contact forming member 403.
[0113] The board 200r shown in FIG. 19A has the dum-
my terminal DT between the first sensor drive terminal
250 and the short detection terminal 210, so you can’t
say first sensor drive terminal 250 is located adjacent to
first short detection terminal 210. However, the dummy
terminals DT is not connected to memory 203 and not
connected to the apparatus-side terminals 510-590 on
printing apparatus 1000. Therefore, the shorting between
the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the dummy termi-
nals DT never cause any problem. Accordingly, the board
200r can afford working effects analogous to the board
200 pertaining to the embodiment. That is to say, about
the board 200r, even if first sensor drive terminal 250 is
not located adjacent to first short detection terminal 210
in a precise sense, at least a portion of the first short
detection terminal 210 is arranged relative to at least a
portion of the first sensor drive terminal 250, without a
terminal connected to memory 203 (terminal 220, 230,
260-280) therebetween in at least one direction, for the

detection of shorting between the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 and the first short detection terminal 210. In
such a case, the first sensor drive terminal 250 is sub-
stantially located adjacent to first short detection terminal
210. Consequently, in the event that the first sensor drive
terminal 250 should short to another terminal or terminals
due to the ink drop or the water drop, there is a high
likelihood that the first sensor drive terminal 250 will short
to the short detection terminal 210 as well. As a result,
the output of sensor driving voltage is suspend and dam-
age to the circuits of the memory 203 and the printing
apparatus 1000 caused by shorting can be prevented or
reduced.

Variation 13:

[0114] The boards pertaining to the embodiment and
variations, as shown in FIG. 2, are described as the board
mounted on a ink cartridge 100 used for "on carriage"
type printer. However, the boards pertaining to the em-
bodiment and variations may be mounted on an ink car-
tridge used for "off carriage" type printer. The ink cartridge
used for "off carriage" type printer will be described below
with reference to FIG. 20 and FIG.21. FIG 20 shows a
perspective view of the construction of the ink cartridge
pertaining to the variation 13. FIG 21 shows a picture of
the ink cartridge pertaining to the variation 13 being at-
tached to the printer.
[0115] Ink cartridge 100b pertaining to Variation 13 is
configured for installation in an "off carriage" type printer,
i.e., one in which the ink cartridge is not installed on a
carriage. Off carriage type printers are typically large-
scale printers; the ink cartridges employed in such large-
scale printers are typically larger in size than the ink car-
tridges employed in on-carriage type printers.
[0116] Ink cartridge 100b comprises a housing 1001
containing ink, a board mounting portion 1050 for mount-
ing board 200, an ink feed orifice 1020 for supplying ink
from a housing 1001 to the printer; an air feed orifice
1030 allowing intake of air into ink cartridge 100b to allow
smooth flow of ink; and guide portions 1040 for installa-
tion in the printer. The exterior dimensions of ink cartridge
100b are such that the side thereof (i.e. the depth direc-
tion) extending perpendicular to the side on which the
guide portions 1040, etc. are formed (i.e. the width direc-
tion) is longer than the width direction. The relationship
of the depth-wise dimension to the width-wise dimension
of board 200, expressed as a ratio of the two, is 15 : 1 or
greater, for example.
[0117] As in the case of the above-mentioned embod-
iment, board 200 is positioned by means of boss hole
202 and boss slot 201, and secured on the board mount-
ing portion 1050 of ink cartridge 100b.
[0118] As shown in FIG. 21, when installing the ink
cartridge 100b in the printer, the guide portions 1040 of
ink cartridge 100b guide the guide pins 2040 on the print-
er so that the board mounting portion 1050, ink feed or-
ifice 1020, and air feed orifice 1030 are appropriately
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contacted/coupled with a contact pin 2050, ink feed ori-
fice 2020, and air feed orifice 2030 on the printer. The
insertion direction of ink cartridge 100b is indicated by
arrow R in FIG. 21. The insertion direction R on board
200 in this variation is the same as that in the above-
mentioned embodiment.
[0119] Ink cartridge 100b used for off carriage type
printer pertaining to this variation can prevent or reduce
problems caused by shorting of the first sensor drive ter-
minal 250 to another terminal as in the case of the em-
bodiment and variations described above.

Variation 14:

[0120] Configuration of the ink cartridge for "on car-
riage" type printer shown in FIG. 2 is one example among
many. Configuration of the ink cartridge for "on carriage"
type printer is not limited to this. Other configuration of
the ink cartridge for "on carriage" type printer shall be
described as Variation 14 with reference to FIGS. 22 -24.
FIG 22 shows a first diagram of the construction of the
ink cartridge pertaining to Variation 14. FIG 23 shows a
second diagram of the construction of the ink cartridge
pertaining to variation 14. FIG 24 shows a third diagram
of the construction of the ink cartridge pertaining to Var-
iation 14.
[0121] As shown in FIGS. 22 and 23, the ink cartridge
100b pertaining to Variation 14 includes housing 101 b,
board 200 and sensor 104b. On the bottom face of the
housing 101 b, as with ink cartridge 100 in the embodi-
ment, there is formed an ink supply orifice 110b into which
the ink supply needle inserts when ink cartridge 100b is
attached to the holder 4b. The board 200 is mounted on
the lower side (Z-axis plus direction side) of the front face
(Y-axis plus direction side face) of the housing 101 as
with ink cartridge 100 in the embodiment. Configuration
of the board 200 is identical with the board 200 in the
embodiment. The sensor 104b is embedded in the side
wall of the housing 101 b and used for detection of re-
maining ink level. Hook 120b that engages with catching
part of the holder 4b when the ink cartridge 100b is at-
tached to the holder 4b is mounted on the upper side of
the front face of the housing 101 b. Hook 120b fixates
the Ink cartridge 100b to the holder 4b. The insertion
direction when the ink cartridge 100b is attached to the
holder 4b is a direction of arrow R in FIG. 22 (Z-axis plus
direction) as with the ink cartridge 100 in the embodiment.
[0122] The housing 101b has displacement preventers
PO1 -P04 on the side portion (x-axis direction side) of
housing 101 b close to the board 200. The displacement
preventers PO1 -P04 comes into contact with or close to
a corresponding potion of the side wall of the holder 4b
when the ink cartridge 100b is attached to the holder 4b.
This prevents the ink cartridge 100b from moving in X-
axial direction from its ideal position on the holder 4b.
Specifically, the displacement preventers PO1 and P02
are located on the upper side of the board 200 and pre-
vent the upper side of the 100b from swinging in X-axial

direction taking the ink supply orifice 110b as an axis of
rotation. The displacement preventers P03 and P04 are
lateral to the terminals 210 -290 on the board 200 (FIG.
3) and keep the terminals 210 -290 in the correct position
so as to contact the corresponding apparatus-side ter-
minal 410 -490 correctly.
[0123] The electrical arrangements of the ink cartridge
100b pertaining to Variation 14 is identical with those of
the ink cartridge 100 pertaining to above-embodiment
described with reference to FIG. 7. So, the description
thereof is omitted.
[0124] The ink cartridge 100b pertaining to Variation
14 affords the following working effects in addition to the
same working effects as the ink cartridge 100 pertaining
to the embodiment. Since the ink cartridge 100b has the
displacement preventers PO1 -P04, it can prevent or re-
duce the position displacement when the ink cartridge
100b is attached to the holder 4b. Especially, since the
displacement preventers P03 and P04 are lateral to the
terminals 210 -290 on the board 200, accuracy of posi-
tioning of the terminals 210 -290 relative to the corre-
sponding apparatus-side terminals can be improved.
Further, as described with reference to FIG. 3, in the
board 200, the sensor drive terminal 250 and the second
sensor drive terminal 290 are arranged at each end of
the terminals 210 -290, that is , the sensor drive terminal
250 and the second sensor drive terminal 290 are closest
to the displacement preventers P04 and P04 respective-
ly. This lead to improvement of accuracy of positioning
of the sensor drive terminal 250 and the second sensor
drive terminal 290. Therefore, the false contact between
the terminals 250, 290 to which high voltage is applied
and one of the non-corresponding apparatus-side termi-
nals can be prevented or reduced.
[0125] As substitute for the board 200 in the embodi-
ment, one of the boards 200b- 200s shown in FIGS. 14
-19 can be mounted on the ink cartridge 100b shown in
FIG. 22- 24.

Other Variations:

[0126] As depicted in FIGS. 17C-D and in FIGS. 18C-
D, porous elements PO may be disposed within the de-
pressed portions DE in Variation 10 and Variation 11 de-
scribed above, i.e. between the terminals 150, 190 and
the board. By so doing, ink drops or condensed water,
which can easily cause shorting of the terminals 150, 190
to other terminals, can be effectively absorbed by the
porous elements PO. Accordingly, this design also af-
fords advantages analogous to those of Variation 10 and
Variation 11 discussed above.
[0127] In the embodiment herein, the ink cartridge 100
is furnished with a sensor 104 (piezoelectric element)
and memory 203 as the plurality of the devices; however,
the plurality of the devices are not limited to a sensor 104
and memory 203. For example, the sensor 104 may be
a sensor of a type that detects the properties or level of
ink by means of applying voltage to the ink within an ink
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cartridge 100, and measuring its resistance. In the em-
bodiment, among the plurality of the devices, the sensor
104 is mounted on the housing 101 and the memory 203
is mounted on the board 200. However, the arrange-
ments of the plurality of the devices are not limited to
those in the embodiment. For example, the memory 203
and the board 200 may be separate, and the memory
203 and the board 200 may be installed on the housing
101 individually. The plurality of the devices may be in-
tegrated into a circuit board or a single module. The circuit
board or the single module may be mounted on the hous-
ing 101 or the board 200. It’s preferred that terminals
connected to a device to which relatively high voltage
among the plurality of the devices are arranged in posi-
tions of the first sensor drive terminal 250 and the second
sensor drive terminal 290 described above, and terminals
connected to a device to which relatively low voltage
among the plurality of the devices are arranged in posi-
tions of the terminals 220, 230, 260-280. In this case,
damage to the ink cartridge 100 and the printing appa-
ratus 1000 caused by shorting between the terminal con-
nected to the device to which relatively high voltage and
the terminal connected to the device to which relatively
low voltage can be prevented or reduced.
[0128] In above-mentioned embodiment, five termi-
nals for memory 203 (220, 230, 260-280) and two termi-
nals for sensor 104 (250, 290) are employed, however,
other number of terminals may be employed due to the
specification of the device. For example, the terminal
connected to the device to which relatively high voltage
may be one. In this case, such terminal may be arranged
in a position of any of the terminals 250, 290 described
above.
[0129] Whereas in the embodiment herein the inven-
tion is implemented in an ink cartridge 100, implementa-
tion thereof is not limited to ink cartridges, with imple-
mentation in a similar manner to receptacles containing
other types of printing material, such as toner, being pos-
sible as well.
[0130] With regard to the arrangements of the main
control circuit 40 and the carriage circuit 500 in the print-
ing apparatus, portions of these arrangements imple-
mented through hardware could instead be implemented
through software, and conversely portions implemented
through software could instead be implemented through
hardware.
[0131] While the printing material container and board
pertaining to the invention have been shown and de-
scribed on the basis of the embodiment and variation,
the embodiments of the invention described herein are
merely intended to facilitate understanding of the inven-
tion, and implies no limitation thereof. Various modifica-
tions and improvements of the invention are possible
without departing from the spirit and scope thereof as
recited in the appended claims, and these will naturally
be included as equivalents in the invention.

Claims

1. A printing material container detachably insertable
into a printing apparatus in a prescribed insertion
direction, the printing apparatus having a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals, the printing material con-
tainer comprising:

a first device;
a second device arranged to operate at a higher
voltage than the first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and a second terminal, wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the second terminal is connected to the second
device, and includes a second contact portion
for contacting a corresponding terminal among
the plurality of apparatus-side terminals,
the second contact portion and a part of the plu-
rality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form a first row,
another part of the plurality of the first contact
portions are arranged to form a second row,
the first row is longer than the second row, and
is situated further in the insertion direction than
the second row, and
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of the first row.

2. A printing material container detachably insertable
into a printing apparatus in a prescribed insertion
direction, the printing apparatus having a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals, the printing material con-
tainer comprising:

a first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and a second terminal, wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the second terminal is connectable to a second
device arranged to operate at a higher voltage
than the first device, and includes a second con-
tact portion for contacting a corresponding ter-
minal among the plurality of apparatus-side ter-
minals,
the second contact portion and a part of the plu-
rality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form a first row,
another part of the plurality of the first contact
portions are arranged to form a second row,
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the first row is longer than the second row, and
is situated further in the insertion direction than
the second row, and
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of the first row.

3. A printing material container according to claim 1 or
claim 2, wherein
the first contact portions included in the first row and
the first contact portions included in the second row
are arranged such that the first contact portions do
not line up in the insertion direction.

4. A printing material container according to claim 3,
wherein
the first contact portions included in the first row and
the first contact portions included in the second row
are arranged alternately in a direction substantially
orthogonal to the insertion direction.

5. A printing material container according to any one
of claims 1 to 4, wherein:

the printing material container comprises two
second terminals each having a second contact
portion, and
the two second contact portions are respectively
arranged at each end of the first row.

6. A printing material container according to any one
of claims 1 to 5, wherein
the number of the first contact portions included in
the first row is larger than the number of the first
contact portions included in the second row.

7. A printing material container detachably insertable
into a printing apparatus in a prescribed insertion
direction, the printing apparatus having a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals, the printing material con-
tainer comprising:

a first device;
a second device arranged to operate at a higher
voltage than the first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and at least one second terminal,
wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the at least one second terminal is connected to
the second device, and includes a second con-
tact portion for contacting a corresponding ter-
minal among the plurality of apparatus-side ter-
minals,
the at least one second contact portion and the

plurality of first contact portions are arranged to
form multiple rows and are arranged such that
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of first contact portions do not line up in
the insertion direction,
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of a first row among the multiple rows, and
the first row is situated further in the insertion
direction than a second row among the multiple
rows.

8. A printing material container detachably insertable
into a printing apparatus in a prescribed insertion
direction, the printing apparatus having a plurality of
apparatus-side terminals, the printing material con-
tainer comprising:

a first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and at least one second terminal,
wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the at least one second terminal is connectable
to a second device arranged to operate at a high-
er voltage than the first device, and includes a
second contact portion for contacting a corre-
sponding terminal among the plurality of appa-
ratus-side terminals,
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of first contact portions are arranged to
form multiple rows and are arranged such that
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of first contact portions do not line up in
the insertion direction,
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of a first row among the multiple rows, and
the first row is situated further in the insertion
direction than a second row among the multiple
rows.

9. A printing material container according to claim 7 or
claim 8, wherein
the at least one second contact portion and the plu-
rality of the first contact portions are arranged alter-
nately in a direction substantially orthogonal to the
insertion direction.

10. A printing material container according to any one
of claims 7 to 9, wherein
the printing material container comprises two second
terminals each having a second contact portion, and
the two second contact portions are respectively ar-
ranged at each end of the first row.
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11. A printing material container according to any one
of claims 1 to 10, wherein the first device is a memory.

12. A printing system comprising:

a printing apparatus having a plurality of appa-
ratus-side terminals; and
a printing material container according to any
one of claims 1 to 11 inserted into the printing
apparatus so that the first and second contact
portions contact corresponding terminals
among the plurality of apparatus-side terminals.

13. A board connectable to a plurality of apparatus-side
terminals by being inserted in a prescribed insertion
direction into a printing apparatus having the plurality
of apparatus-side terminals, the board comprising:

a first device;
a second device arranged to operate at a higher
voltage than the first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and a second terminal, wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the second terminal is connected to the second
device, and includes a second contact portion
for contacting a corresponding terminal among
the plurality of apparatus-side terminals,
the second contact portion and a part of the plu-
rality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form a first row,
another part of the plurality of the first contact
portions are arranged to form a second row,
the first row is longer than the second row, and
is situated further in the insertion direction than
the second row, and
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of the first row.

14. A board connectable to a plurality of apparatus-side
terminals by being inserted in a prescribed insertion
direction into a printing apparatus having the plurality
of apparatus-side terminals, the board comprising:

a first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and a second terminal, wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the second terminal is connectable to a second
device arranged to operate at a higher voltage

than the first device, and includes a second con-
tact portion for contacting a corresponding ter-
minal among the plurality of apparatus-side ter-
minals,
the second contact portion and a part of the plu-
rality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form a first row,
another part of the plurality of the first contact
portions are arranged to form a second row,
the first row is longer than the second row, and
is situated further in the insertion direction than
the second row, and
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of the first row.

15. A board according to claim 13 or claim 14, wherein
the first contact portions included in the first row and
the first contact portions included in the second row
are arranged such that the first contact portions do
not line up in the insertion direction.

16. A board according to claim 15, wherein
the first contact portions included in the first row and
the first contact portions included in the second row
are arranged alternately in a direction substantially
orthogonal to the insertion direction.

17. A board according to any one of claims 13 to 16,
wherein:

the printing material container comprises two
second terminals each having a second contact
portion, and
the two second contact portions are respectively
arranged at each end of the first row.

18. A board according to any one of claims 13 to 17,
wherein:

the number of the first contact portions included
in the first row is larger than the number of the
first contact portions included in the second row.

19. A board connectable to a plurality of apparatus-side
terminals by being inserted in a prescribed insertion
direction into a printing apparatus having the plurality
of apparatus-side terminals, the board comprising:

a first device;
a second device arranged to operate at a higher
voltage than the first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and at least one second terminal,
wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
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terminals,
the at least one second terminal is connected to
the second device, and includes a second con-
tact portion for contacting a corresponding ter-
minal among the plurality of apparatus-side ter-
minals,
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form multiple rows and are arranged such that
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of the first contact portions do not line
up in the insertion direction,
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of a first row among the multiple rows, and
the first row is situated further in the insertion
direction than a second row among the multiple
rows.

20. A board connectable to a plurality of apparatus-side
terminals by being inserted in a prescribed insertion
direction into a printing apparatus having the plurality
of apparatus-side terminals, the board comprising:

a first device; and
a terminal group that includes a plurality of first
terminals and at least one second terminal,
wherein:
the plurality of first terminals are connected to
the first device, and include a plurality of first
contact portions for contacting corresponding
terminals among the plurality of apparatus-side
terminals,
the at least one second terminal is connectable
to a second device arranged to operate at a high-
er voltage than the first device, and includes a
second contact portion for contacting a corre-
sponding terminal among the plurality of appa-
ratus-side terminals,
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of the first contact portions are arranged
to form multiple rows and are arranged such that
the at least one second contact portion and the
plurality of the first contact portions do not line
up in the insertion direction,
the second contact portion is arranged at an end
of a first row among the multiple rows, and the
first row is situated further in the insertion direc-
tion than a second row among the multiple rows.

21. A board according to claim 19 or claim 20, wherein:

the printing material container comprises two
second terminals each having a second contact
portion, and
the two second contact portions are respectively
arranged at each end of the first row.

22. A board according to any one of claims 13 to 21,

wherein the first device is a memory.

23. A printing material container having mounted there-
on a board according to any one of claims 13 to 22.
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